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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
                                              MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
                                                  (RAILWAY BOARD)

No.68/W-II/SG/G/5/4  New Delhi, Dated 25.5.1979

The General Manager(S&T),
All Indian Railways.

Sub :  Provision of Warning Board for gate signals located in close
             Vicinity of the station signals. 

Ref :   Board’s letter No.68/W3/SG/G/5/4 dt.29.4.1971.
(i) 62/W3/SG/115 dt.18.10.1968
(iii) 62/W3/SG/115 dt.31.1.1969.

1. Regarding provision of Warning Boards for gate signals located close to and in rear of Outer
Signals in Ministry of Railways had desired vide letter referred to above that only one warning
board at a distance of 960m from the first Stop signal should be provided even when signal to
signal visibility is not available and other arrangements such as provision of repeater signals, inter
slotting of signals etc. to be provided depending on local conditions be overcome the in adequacy
of signal to signal visibility.

2. The Commissioner of Railway Safety had desired that the above decision of reviewed as in a case
where the Outer Signal is at ‘ON’ and the gate signal at ‘OFF’ and the distance between the gate
signal and the outer signal is not adequate the train may not be able to come to a halt at the Outer
signal.  The matter has been reconsidered and the Ministry of Railways have decided that – 

2.1 In MAUQ/MACLS Q territories –

(i) the distant signal shall be located at 180m. in rear of the gate and made to function as a gate signal
as well;

(ii) The Gate distant signal shall be located at 1 Km. In rear of the Gate signal.
(iii) When(I) above is not possible in view of the distance between the gate and the Home signal, the

Gate signal shall be provided at 180m. in rear of the gate and shall be controlled by the aspect of
the distant signals as per normal principles of  Multi Aspect signalling.

2.2 On section provided with aspect lower quadrant signalling .

as far as possible the Outer signal should be located so as to protect the gate (minimum 400m. in rear of the
gate).
(i) Wherever the Outer Signal cannot be so located and the Outer signal falls in between the Home

and the gate, as separate gate signal may be located at a distance of 400 m.in rear of the gate along
with a warning board at a Km. In rear of the gate signal as has already been indicated in terms of
Board’s letter referred to above.

(ii) Where the distance between such a gate signal and the outer signal in case (ii) above is less than a
Km. The following arrangements maybe made.

a) when the Outer signal is in the ‘OFF’ position it should be possible for the Gate Signal to be
taken ‘OFF’ once the gates are closed and the relevant signal lever pulled.

b) When the Outer Signal is in the ‘ON’ position arrangements must be made so that the gate
signal can be lowered only after the approach track is occupied i.e. the gate signal is cleared



when the train occupies a point at which its speed would have got reduced to about 48 KMPH
(by virtue of the driver slowing down on seeing the gate signal ‘ON’ from the warning board
).

3. Existing installations may be altered in accordance with the above instructions progressively.

4. This issues with the concurrence of the Finance directorate of this Ministry.

DA : NIL. 

*Instruction modified
  vide Board’s letter No.
  68/W3/SG/G/5/4
  dt.20.9.80.

                                                                                                        Sd/-
                                                                                                     ( R. Krishnaswamy )
                                                                                                   Deputy Director(signal)
                                                                                                          Railway Board

No.65/W-3/SG/G/5/4                                                                New Delhi, dt.   –5-1979.

Copy forwarded for information to :-

1. The General Manager(S&T)/Const., S.E.Railway and others. 



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4, New Delhi, dt.20.9.1980.

The General Manager(S&T),
Northern Railway,
New Delhi.

Sub: Provision of warning Board for gate signals located in close vicinity of the
station.
Ref:       Board’s letter of even number dt.25.5.79 and your letter No.312 Sig./Cons
dt.11.9.79.

The matter has been considered further an inpartial modification of board’s letter dated; 25.5.79 it
has been decided as under:-
I. In MAUQ/MACLS/MALQ territories arrangements shall be provided as per para 2.1 of this office
letter of even number dated; 25.5.79.
II On sections provided with Two Aspect Lower quadrant signalling the following  arrangmenet
shall be made in supersession of the instructions issued vide para 2.2 of this letter of 25.5.79.
i) As far as possible the Outer Signal should be located so as to protect the gate (minimum 400 m.in

rear of the gate).

ii) Wherever the Outer Signal cannot be so located and the Outer Signal falls in
between the Home Signal and the Gate, a separate Gate signal may be located at a
distance of 400m. in rear of the gate along with a Warning Board at 1 Km. In rear
of the Gate Signals as has already been indicated in terms of Board’s letter
referred to above.

i) Where there is adequate visibility of the Outer signal i.e. a minimum of 1200 m. on sections with a
maximum permissible speed of 96 Km. And above and 800 m. on other sections; the Gate Signal
shall work independent of the Outer signal and no interlocking/control arrangements between the
two need be provided.

ii) Where visibility of the Outer signal is not adequate, the Railways may provided one of the
following measures in the order of priority given below, depending upon the local conditions:-

a) Shift the Outer Signal and combine with the Gate signal where fessible; or 
b) Provide a separate Warning Board for the Outer signal and Gate Signal or

c) Provide Inter signal slotting between Outer and the Gate Signal at 180m. from the Gate together
with a warning signal(warner) prior to the issue of instructions vide Board’s letter
No.62/W3/SG/115 dt.18.1-.68, the Railways such time the entire signalling gears at such level
crossing gates are due replacement when arrangements as per para 2.1 of Board’s letter referred to
above may be provided.

DA:Nil.
Sd/-

Joint Director(S&T)I,Railway Board.

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4 New Delhi, dt.20.9.80.

Copy to: The GM(S&T), All Indian Railways(except N.Rly) and others.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY  OF  RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY  BOARD )

No.68/W3/SG/G/5/4, New Delhi,Dt,8th Oct’68

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Sub:- Provision of warning boards.

Railways were advised vide Board’s letter No.58/W3/SG/63 Dt.20.9.67, that a second sighting
board should be provided at a distance of 1400 metres in rear of the first stop signal for goods trains, on  all
broad gauge sections where the maximum permissible speed for pasenger trains is 96 Kms.per hour and of
goods trains 72 Kms per hour,in addition to the sighting board provided, as per Board’s earlier instructions,
at a distance of 960 metres in rear of the first stop signal at stations on such sec tions where the maximum
permissible speed is more than 72 Kms.per hour on B.G. and more than 48 Kms.per hour on the M.G.

2. On certain issues being raised by the Railways, the matter has been reconsidered and it has  been
reconsidered and it has been decided as under:-

(A) Multiple Aspect Signalling:

A warning board should be provided at a distance of 1400 metres in rear of the Home Signal for
Goods trains where their maximum permissible speed is 72 KMPH.

Another warning board should be fixed at a distance of 1000 mtrs.(or 960 mtrs.where already
existing) from the Home Signal to serve as a land mark for passenger trains(Maximum permissible speed
100 KMPH), these case where the distance between the Home and Distant signals is less than 1 Km. or 960
mtrs as on Western Railway.

(B) Lower Quadrant Signalling-’A’ & ‘C’ Class:

There should be two warning boards, one at a distance of 1400 metres in rear of the home signal
for goods trains and another at a distance of 1000(or 960 metres where already existing)metres in the rear
of the home signal for passenger trains, the  board at 1000 metres being however, considered unnecessary
where the distance between the home and warner signal is 1 Km. or 960 metres.

(C) Lower Quadrant Signalling ‘B’ Class:

In case of B.G.stations equipped with lower quadrant ‘B’ class signalling,there should be two
board- the goods warning  board situated at a distance of 1400 metres for goods trains with a maximum
permissible speed of 72 KMPH and the passenger warning board situated at a distance of 1000 metres(or
960 mtrs.where already existing) in the rear of the first stoop signal for passenger trains with a maximum
permiossible speed of 100 KMPH.



4. Instructions already issued under Board’s letter No.62/W3/SGAI Dt.13th Feb’1963 regarding
provision of sighting board on B.G.Section with maximum permissible speed of over 72 KMPH and also
48 KMPH where adequade visibility is not available should continue to be complied with.

5. In regard to stations on M.G.sections, where the maximum permissible speed in more than 48
KMPH the warning  board should be provided at a distance of 960 metres, from first stop signal, as per
Board’s earlier instructions.

6. It has also been decided that in case of all future MAUQ or MACL installations on B.G., the
distant signal should be located at a distance of 1 Km. in the rear of home signal, so that no warning board
is required for the passenger trains. The Railways may also programme annually 10 to 20 stations for
shifting the distant signal at existing MACL or MAUQ B.G. stations to 1 Km. in rear of home signal, in 
contiguous stretched,

*Modified vide Board’s  letter
No.68/W3/SG/5/4 dt.9.6.70 &
No.4/880/Pt.II dt. 14.5.71.

Sd/-
( S. M. Gowrishankar )

         Director(S&T)/Railway Board.

Copy forwarded for information to:-

i) Director General, RDSO, Lucknow.

ii) Principal, Indian Railways School of Signal Engineering and 
                    Telecommunication, Secunderabad.

iii) Principal, Railway Staff College, Baroda.

Sd/-
Deputy Director,Signals,Rly.,Board



GOVERNMENT  OF INDIA
(MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 58/W3/SG/63, New Delhi-1, dt. 15th Jan/69.

The G.M./S.E.Rly.,/Calcutta.

Sub:-  Provision of sighting boards.

Ref:-  Your letter No.4/1197/1/Pt.3/08203 dt: 10.12.68.

Instructions contained in Board’s letters No.62/W3/SGA/1 dt: 13.2.63 and of even number
dt.12.12.63, have been further simplify vide Board’s letter of even number dt.30.9.67 and
No.68/W3/SG/G/5/4 dt: 8.10.88.

It will be seen from these letter that sighting boards are required to be provided at specified
distances in rear of the first Stop Signal on sections equipped with 2-aspect and multiple aspect signalling.
Under these instructions,no sighting boards are to be provided on automatic signalling sections.  As the
case of reception signals of stations approached from automatic signalling territory is,in fact.,the same as
that of automatic signalling sections,no sighting board need be provide at such stations as well.

Sd/- ( J.N.Sikka )
Dy.Director(Signals)
Railway Board.

No: 58/W3/SG/63 New Delhi, dt. the Jan/68.

Copy to:- 1) DG-RDSO/Lucknow.
2) Principal,IRSSET,Secunderabad.
3) Principal,Rly.Staff College/Baroda.
4) The G.Ms All Indian Rlys. except,S.E.R;y.for information.

Sd/-(J.N.Sikka )
Dy.Director,(Signal)/Rly.Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
(MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4.   New Delhi-1, dt.9th June,1970.

The General Managers,
All Indian Railway.

Reg:  Provision of warning board-location of distant signals
          in MLQ rerritory and warner signals at ‘A’ & ‘C’ class stations.

The Railway were advised,vide para-6 of Board’s letter of even number dt.8.10.68,that in case of
all future MAUQ and MACL installation on B.G. the distant signal should be located at a distance of 1 Km.
in rear of the home signal,so that no warning board is required for the passenger trains.  The Railways were
further asked to programme annually 10 to 20 stations for shifting the distant signal at existing MACL or
MAUQ B.G. stations to 1 km in rear of the home signal incontinguous stro.taches.

2. While considering the case of odistant signals in MLQ teritory and warner signals at ‘A’ & ‘C’
class stations,the Bd. have new decided that

i) the warner signal at ‘A’ & ‘C’ class stations in 2-aspect signalling territory and the
distant signal in MLQ territory should be provided at a distance of 1 km in rear of the Home signal in all
future installations on the Broad Gauge; and

ii) the existing Distant and Warner signals in MLQ territory and at ‘A’ & ‘C’ class station in
lower quadrant territory respectively shouldl be shifted to a distance of 1 km in rear of the Home Signal
progressively.
3. The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged.

Sd/-( K.Subrahmanyam)
Director,ig.& Telecom.
Railway  Board.

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4 New Delhi,9th June,70.

Copy to:  1)  The D.G.,RDSO,Lucknow.
  2)  The Principal,IRISET,Secunderabad.
  3)   The Principal,Railway Staff College,Baroda.

  SD/- K.Subrahmanyam)
Director Signal & Telecom,

Railway Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
    (RAILWAY BOARD)

No.4/880/Pt.II, New Delhi,dated: 14.5.71

The GMs,
All Indian Government Rlys.

Sub:  Goods and passenger warning boards.

Attention is invited to the Board’s letter No,.58/W-3/SG/63 dated: 20.9.67, No.68/W-3/SG/G/5/4
dated: 8.10.68 & 1.7.69.

2. The objective of providing the warning boards is to give the driver adequeate pre-warning related
to braking distancw.  In view of the varying braking distances of trains, it was necessary to provide for two
types of braking distances; one for passenger trains and another for goods trains.  For Passenger trains a
braking distance of 1000 metres and for goods trains a braking distance 1400 metres has been accepted by
the Board for the BG and the proportion of effective vaccum cylinders and the vaccum gradient which
should be available on Passenger and goods trains, in order to achieve these braking distances have also
been liad down.

3. The drivers must be clearly told that if no signal indication is available from the warning board
applicable to their train(depending upon whether the train in question is apassenger train or a goods train)
they should control the speed of the train as if the stop signal ahead were at ‘ON’ so that they can stop short
of the stop signal; should lt be really in the’ON’ position.  If however,subsequent to the application of
brakes after passing the warning board,the driver gets the indication,either by the stop signalitself or
through the distant or the warner signal that the stop signal ahead is not in the ‘ON’ position be shall
suitably increase his speed depending upon the signal indications.  In other words,where the indication of
the stop signal is not availablel either directly or through the distant/warner signal,from or before the
appropriate warning board,the driver would act as if the stop signal ahead were at danger and act
accordingly until he can ascertain the position of the stop signal ahead.  To make this absolutely clear the
following examples are given:-

(I) ‘B’ CLASS STATION,LOWER QUADRANT SIGNALLING

If the outer/warner are not visible from the appropriate warning board the driver shall apply brakes
as if the Outer were in the ‘ON’ position.  If after passing the warning board he ses either the Outer alone,or
the Outer and Warner both,lowered he shall increase his speed accordingly.  

(ii) ‘A’ OR ‘C’ CLASS STATIONS, LOWER QUADRANT SIGNALLING             
If the Home is not visible from the appropriate warning board the driver will apply brakes as if the

Home were at ‘ON’.  If after passing the warning board the warner alone becomes visible and is at ‘ON’
the driver should continue to treat the Home at ‘ON’.  If,however the Warner is seen to be lowered the
driver shall increase his speed suitably for a run through .  If passing the warning board the driver sees the
Warner at ‘ON’ but the Home lowered he shall ladjust his speed for stopping at the station and if it is a loop
Home he shall also prepare to pass the facing points points at a restricted speed.



(iii) MULTIPLE ASPECT UP ER QUDRANT SIGNALLING

If at the time of passing the appropriate warning board neither the Home nor the Distant signal is
visible the driver shall apply brakes as if the Home were at ‘ON’.  If,however,at passing the warning
board,the driver can see either the Distant  or the Home signal he shakk regulate his speed suitably as
indicated by the signal (S).

4. It is presumed that this would have already been explained to all the Runing staf viz.Drivers and
Firemen,by bow.  The Board,however,desire that this should be personally explained all the drivers and
firemen again and again and it should be ensured that all of them know the implications of providing these
warning boards and act accordingly.

Please acknowledge receipt.

Sd/-(V.K.Sinha)
Deputy Director(Safety)

Railway Board 12.5.71.

No: 67/Safety-I/86/2 New Delhi, dated: 14.5.71.

Copy to Shri C.R.Sule, Commissioner of RailwaySafety, Government of India Offices,Queens
Road,Bombay-20(with10 spare copies)in reference to his letter No.383 dated:22.2.1971 forwarding the
report of his inspection ofo new main line between Sithouli and Sandalpur stations on Jhansi Division para
13(b).  It will be sen from the above that no speed restriction is required to be imposed from the warning
board to the point from where the actual signal visibility is obtained as in such a case the driver is expected
to brake the train for a stoppage at the stop signal until he gets an indication to the contrary either through
direct visula indication of the stop signal or of the distant signal or of the warner signal lin the ‘OFF’
position.  This position may be made clear to all the ACRSs also.  It may be clarified that these boards are
warning boards and not sighting boards as the stipulated minimu visibility of signals is much less than 1 or
1.4 Kms.

Sd/- ( V.K.Sinnha )
Deputy Director(Safety)
Railway Board 12.5.71.

   



SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY

No: EL/OPTG/66, Dated: 28th Oct.’71.

Chief Signal & Telecom.Engineer,
S.E.Railway,Garden Reach.

Sub:  Provision of warning boards for high speed trains.

Ref:  Your No.4/880/6415 dt: 27.10.71.

The emergency braking distance of single lWAM2 loco-hauled 18-Coach-train,all fitted with
enhanced brake power is as under:

Gradient Emergency braking distance.
Level 1200 Metres
1 in 200 1340 Metres
1 in 100 1450 Metres

Taking into account the reaction distance of 200 metres,the warning boards in rear of the first stop signal of
the stations listed in the annexure in Howrah-Durg electrified section may be shifted as below:-

Gradient Warning board in rear of firststop
signal to be shifted to.

(a) Level No change
(b) Descending approach of 1500 metres

1 in 200 Dn.Gr.
(c) Approach gradient of 1 in 1700 metres

150 & sharper.

2. It is proposed to impose a speed restriction of 100 Kmph at tgese stations pending your
confirmation that the warning boards have been shifted.  It is requested that the shifting of warning boards
may be completed on top priority.

Enclo: As above.     Sd/-
( T.S.Viswanathan )
Chief Electrical Engineer.

Copy to CME,COPS/GRC for information.

Copy to DEN-KGP/CKP/BSP for information. Pending shifting of the
DEE(TR)s,KGP/CKP/BSP warning boards at these stations it may be ensured

that speed restriction of 100 Kmph is imposed for the
high speed trains.



ANNEXURE

A. List of stations on Howrah-Durg electrified section where the approach is on afalling 

gradient of 1 in 200.
 
Sl. Name of station 66 Fakking gradient
No.

Up direction. Down direction

1. Mecheda 1/200 -
2. Kharagpur - 1/200
3. Dhalbhumgarh - 1/200
4. Tunia - 1/166
5. Bisra 1/166 -
6. Jairamnagar - 1/200
7. Dadhapara - 1/200
8. Nipania - 1/200
9. Raipur - 1/200
10. Kumhari - 1/200
11. Bhilai - 1/200

B. List of stations where the approach is on falling gradient 1/50 and sharper(as taken frim index
plan)

1. Jhargram 1/125 1/125
2. Gidni - 1/125
3. Kokpara 1/150 -
4. Ghatsila 1/125 1/125                                    

5. Asanboni - 1/125
6. Tatanagar 1/125 -
7. Adityapur - 1/142
8. Gommharria - 1/128
9. Mahalimarup - 1/150
10. Goilkera 1/150 -
11. Jeraikela 1/150 1/150
12. Kalunga - 1/150
13. Dhutra 1/150 -
14. Himgir - 1/150
15. Jamga 1/100 -
16. Raigarh - 1/140
17. Bhupdeopur - 1/150
18. Bhatapara 1/150 1/150



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS,
RAILWAY BOARD.

No: 68/W3/SG/5/4. Vo;.II, New Delhi, dated: 12.7.78

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Sub: Appropriate terminology of the Boards provided outside the first
        stop/Approach signals of the stations.

Ref:  Railway Board’s letter NO.
         (I) 62/W3/SGA/1 dated: 13.2.63
         (ii) 68/W3/SG/G/5/4 dated: 1.7.69.
         (iii) 67/Safety-I/26/2 dated: 14.5.71.
         (iv) 67/Safety-I/26/2 dated: 27.8.68.
         (v) 68/W3/SG/G/5/4 dated: 8.10.68 and others.

From the references quoted above it is noted that the nomenclatures “ Warning Boards” as well as
“Sighting Board” are being used to designate the boards provided outside the first stop signal of the
stations.  On re-consideration of the case it has been decided that since the purpose of providing this board
is to give the driver adequate pre-warning related to breaking distances,it should be called “Warning
Board”.

(sd/- Chandrika Prasad)
DA: Nil. Dy.Director(Signals)/Rly.Board.

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4 Vol. II New Delhi, dated: 12(14).7.78.

Copy to: (1) The GM/S&T/Const., C.,Eastern, Northern,Southern,South Eastern Railway and Western
Railways.
(2) The Commissioner of Railway Safety,Lucknow.
(3) The Director Genl.,RDSO,Manak Nagar,Lucknow.
(4) The CAO/R-S&T,M.T.P./Railways(Madraw),Poonamallee High Road,Madras-8.
(5) The GM/S&T,MTP(Rlys),14,Strand Road,Cal-1.
(6) The CAO/P/S&T,MTP/Rlys.,35/46,Rani Jhansi Road,Motia Khan,NDLS.
(7) The CAO(P)/S&T,MTP/Rlys,C/O CM,C,Rly.BB.
(8) The Principal,Rly.Staff College,Baroda.
(9) The Principal,IRISET,SC.

DA: Nil. SD/- Chandrika Prasad,
Dy.Dir./Sig./Rly.Bd.

 



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA(BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS(RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: F(X)II-74/ALC/1. New Delhi,dated: 24.8.1979.

The General Managers,
In Duplicate,
All Indian Railways,
(including CLW,DLW & ICF).

Sub:-  Revision of allocation of -
          (a) Provision of telephones and warning bells
                at level crossings: and
          (b)  Provision of second approach signals on

     trunk/high speed routes.

The question of revision of the allocation of the above two types of works taken up by
themselves,that is,not as a part of a major scheme like doublings or yard remodelling etc.has been under
consideration of the Ministry of Railways for sometime.  It has now been decided that the above to
Accident Compensation Safety and Passenger Amenities Fund - part (b).  These orders will be applicable to
all new works included in 1980-81 budget and on-wards and will not apply to any of the works that already
appear in the current year’s Pink Book of approved separately during the year 1979-80, irrespective of
whether they have been commenced or not.

Sd/-
( A.P.Chopra )
Jt.Director,Finance(X),
Railwlay Board.

No: F(X)II-74/ALC/1
New Delhi, dated: 24.8.1979.

Copy forwarded (with 45 spare copies)to the ADAI(RAILWAYS),New Delhi with their UOI
number 1164-RAII/5-4/77 dated: 1.8.1979, and UOI number 1985-10-RAI-7-1/74 dated: 29.10.1975.

Sd/-
( A.P.Chopra )
Jt.Director,Finance(X)
Railway Board.

Copy to TG-II, W-1,W-3 with 10 spares Accounts-III,Budget,(Code(Rev)RCC,Safety-I and F(X)I
Branches of Railway Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA(BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS(RAIL MANTRALAYA)

(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 68/w3/sg/g/5/2/Vol.II, New Delhi, dated: 11.2.1983.

The General Managers(S&T)
All Indian Railways.

Sub:  Use of “CAREX’ REFLECTORS/SCOTCHLITE REFLECTING
         SHEETS for warning boards.

Instructions were issued to the Railways to provide “CAREX” REFLECTORS for warning boards
on trial basis,vide Board’s letter of even number dated: 18.6.74.

2. On the basis of reports received from various Railways regarding trials carried out on the visibility
of ‘CAREX’ REFLECTORS, it was decided that either “SCOTCHLITE” REFLECTING SHEETS or
“CAREX” REFLECTORS,should be provided on the warning boards.  This was advised to the Railways
vide this office letter of even number dated: 2.2.79.  Mode of arrangement for providing these materials
was outlined in this office letter dated: 16.8.80.

3. It appears that Railways could not make much headway in the progress of this work due to non-
availability of required material.  One of the sources for supply of such materials,which has come to the
notice of this Ministry, is:

M/s. Sujatha,
Manufacturers & Exporters,
58, Pantheon Road,
Egmore,
Madras-600008.

who claim to have capability for bonding reflective materials on to the sign planks by the heat lamp
vacuum application method.

4. It is once again enjoined upon the Railways to make earnest efforts in implementing Board’s
instructions issued on the subject.

Sd/- Kalyan Singh,
Jt.Director(S&T)/III
Railway Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 74/W-III/SG/Tour/LNew Delhi, dt.4.11.77

The General Manager,
Central Railway,
Bombay & Others.

Sub:  Block section limit boards.
Ref:  Your letter No.T.721.  P.48/6/75 dt. 12.2.1976.

It was noticed during the course of inspections that Block section limit boards have been provided
at Class ‘C’ stations one of the railways.  The Rly. Board have given careful consideration to othe matter
and have come to the conclusion that the provision of Block section Limit board at a Class ‘C’station is
underable, as the block section in rear terminates at an adequate distance from the Home signal land the
block section in advance commences from the Home Signal.  Thus the block section in rear and in advance
actually overlap each other for the length of the adequate distance at a class ‘C’ station.

2. For the clearance of the block section in rear at a class’C’ station,the words “and is continuint its
journey” I  General Rules 259 and 259 A are meant to counter act any error of judgement on the part of the
Station Master in assessing the clearance of the adequate distance and render the provision of anything to
mark the end of the adequate distance unnecessary.  However,if railway still consider it desirable,they may
provide a land mark at the point where the adequate distance from the Home Signal lends but such
landmark should neither bear the legend’Block Section Limit’ nor in any way resemble the approved
design of the Block Section limit board.  Such a landmark may be mentioned in the station Working Rules
for the guidance of the Station Master.  At station where the Station Master’s Office is situated near the end
of the adequate distance from the Home Signal,for where a ‘Clearance Track Circuit’ is provided with an
indication the Station Master’s Office that the train has cleared the adequate distance from the Home
Signal,there would be no necessary for such a landmark.

GR 259,259A-GR8.04(revised)

Sd/-
Chandrika Prasad
Dy.Director/Signals,
Railway Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
                                              MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
                                                  (RAILWAY BOARD)

No.68/W-II/SG/G/5/4, New Delhi, Dated 25.5.1979

The General Manager(S&T),
All Indian Railways.

Sub :  Provision of Warning Board for gate signals located in close
             Vicinity of the station signals. 

Ref :   Board’s letter No.68/W3/SG/G/5/4 dt.29.4.1971.
(ii) 62/W3/SG/115 dt.18.10.1968
(iii) 62/W3/SG/115 dt.31.1.1969.

5. Regarding provision of Warning Boards for gate signals located close to and in rear of Outer
Signals in Ministry of Railways had desired vide letter referred to above that only one warning
board at a distance of 960m from the first Stop signal should be provided even when signal to
signal visibility is not available and other arrangements such as provision of repeater signals, inter
slotting of signals etc. to be provided depending on local conditions be overcome the in adequacy
of signal to signal visibility.

6. The Commissioner of Railway Safety had desired that the above decision of reviewed as in a case
where the Outer Signal is at ‘ON’ and the gate signal at ‘OFF’ and the distance between the gate
signal and the outer signal is not adequate the train may not be able to come to a halt at the Outer
signal.  The matter has been reconsidered and the Ministry of Railways have decided that – 

6.1 In MAUQ/MACLS Q territories –

(iv) the distant signal shall be located at 180m. in rear of the gate and made to function as a gate signal
as well;

(v) The Gate distant signal shall be located at 1 Km. In rear of the Gate signal.
(vi) When(I) above is not possible in view of the distance between the gate and the Home signal, the

Gate signal shall be provided at 180m. in rear of the gate and shall be controlled by the aspect of
the distant signals as per normal principles of  Multi Aspect signalling.

6.2 On section provided with aspect lower quadrant signalling .

(iii) as far as possible the Outer signal should be located so as to protect the gate (minimum 400m. in
rear of the gate).

(iv) Wherever the Outer Signal cannot be so located and the Outer signal falls in between the Home
and the gate, as separate gate signal may be located at a distance of 400 m.in rear of the gate along
with a warning board at a Km. In rear of the gate signal as has already been indicated in terms of
Board’s letter referred to above.

(v) Where the distance between such a gate signal and the outer signal in case (ii) above is less than a
Km. The following arrangements maybe made.

c) when the Outer signal is in the ‘OFF’ position it should be possible for the Gate Signal to be
taken ‘OFF’ once the gates are closed and the relevant signal lever pulled.



d) When the Outer Signal is in the ‘ON’ position arrangements must be made so that the gate
signal can be lowered only after the approach track is occupied i.e. the gate signal is cleared
when the train occupies a point at which its speed would have got reduced to about 48 KMPH
(by virtue of the driver slowing down on seeing the gate signal ‘ON’ from the warning board
).

7. Existing installations may be altered in accordance with the above instructions progressively.

8. This issues with the concurrence of the Finance directorate of this Ministry.

DA : NIL. 

*Instruction modified
  vide Board’s letter No.
  68/W3/SG/G/5/4
  dt.20.9.80.

                                                                                                        Sd/-
                                                                                                     ( R. Krishnaswamy )
                                                                                                   Deputy Director(signal)
                                                                                                          Railway Board

No.65/W-3/SG/G/5/4                                                                New Delhi, dt.   –5-1979.

Copy forwarded for information to :-

2. The General Manager(S&T)/Const., S.E.Railway and others. 



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4, New Delhi, dt.20.9.1980.

The General Manager(S&T),
Northern Railway,
New Delhi.

Sub: Provision of warning Board for gate signals located in close vicinity of the station.
Ref:       Board’s letter of even number dt.25.5.79 and your letter No.312 Sig./Cons dt.11.9.79.

The matter has been considered further an inpartial modification of board’s letter dated; 25.5.79 it
has been decided as under:-

I. In MAUQ/MACLS/MALQ territories arrangements shall be provided as per para 2.1 of this office
letter of even number dated; 25.5.79.

II On sections provided with Two Aspect Lower quadrant signalling the following  arrangmenet
shall be made in supersession of the instructions issued vide para 2.2 of this letter of 25.5.79.

i) As far as possible the Outer Signal should be located so as to protect the gate (minimum 400 m.in
rear of the gate).

ii) Wherever the Outer Signal cannot be so located and the Outer Signal falls in
between the Home Signal and the Gate, a separate Gate signal may be located at a
distance of 400m. in rear of the gate along with a Warning Board at 1 Km. In rear
of the Gate Signals as has already been indicated in terms of Board’s letter
referred to above.

iii) Where there is adequate visibility of the Outer signal i.e. a minimum of 1200 m. on sections with a
maximum permissible speed of 96 Km. And above and 800 m. on other sections; the Gate Signal
shall work independent of the Outer signal and no interlocking/control arrangements between the
two need be provided.

iv) Where visibility of the Outer signal is not adequate, the Railways may provided one of the
following measures in the order of priority given below, depending upon the local conditions:-

d) Shift the Outer Signal and combine with the Gate signal where fessible; or 
e) Provide a separate Warning Board for the Outer signal and Gate Signal or
f) Provide Inter signal slotting between Outer and the Gate Signal at 180m. from the Gate together

with a warning signal(warner) prior to the issue of instructions vide Board’s letter
No.62/W3/SG/115 dt.18.1-.68, the Railways such time the entire signalling gears at such level
crossing gates are due replacement when arrangements as per para 2.1 of Board’s letter referred to
above may be provided.

DA:Nil.
Sd/-

Joint Director(S&T)I,Railway Board.

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4 New Delhi, dt.20.9.80.

Copy to: The GM(S&T), All Indian Railways(except N.Rly) and others.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 74/W-III/SG/Tour/L, New Delhi, dt.4.11.77

The General Manager,
Central Railway,
Bombay & Others.

Sub:  Block section limit boards.
Ref:  Your letter No.T.721.  P.48/6/75 dt. 12.2.1976.

It was noticed during the course of inspections that Block section limit boards have been provided
at Class ‘C’ stations one of the railways.  The Rly. Board have given careful consideration to othe matter
and have come to the conclusion that the provision of Block section Limit board at a Class ‘C’station is
underable, as the block section in rear terminates at an adequate distance from the Home signal land the
block section in advance commences from the Home Signal.  Thus the block section in rear and in advance
actually overlap each other for the length of the adequate distance at a class ‘C’ station.

2. For the clearance of the block section in rear at a class’C’ station,the words “and is continuint its
journey” I  General Rules 259 and 259 A are meant to counter act any error of judgement on the part of the
Station Master in assessing the clearance of the adequate distance and render the provision of anything to
mark the end of the adequate distance unnecessary.  However,if railway still consider it desirable,they may
provide a land mark at the point where the adequate distance from the Home Signal lends but such
landmark should neither bear the legend’Block Section Limit’ nor in any way resemble the approved
design of the Block Section limit board.  Such a landmark may be mentioned in the station Working Rules
for the guidance of the Station Master.  At station where the Station Master’s Office is situated near the end
of the adequate distance from the Home Signal,for where a ‘Clearance Track Circuit’ is provided with an
indication the Station Master’s Office that the train has cleared the adequate distance from the Home
Signal,there would be no necessary for such a landmark.

GR 259,259A-GR8.04(revised)

Sd/-
Chandrika Prasad
Dy.Director/Signals,
Railway Board.



SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY

No: EL/OPTG/66, Dated: 28th Oct.’71.

Chief Signal & Telecom.Engineer,
S.E.Railway,Garden Reach.

Sub:  Provision of warning boards for high speed trains.

Ref:  Your No.4/880/6415 dt: 27.10.71.

The emergency braking distance of single lWAM2 loco-hauled 18-Coach-train,all fitted with
enhanced brake power is as under:

Gradient Emergency braking distance.

Level 1200 Metres
1 in 200 1340 Metres
1 in 100 1450 Metres

Taking into account the reaction distance of 200 metres,the warning boards in rear of the first stop signal of
the stations listed in the annexure in Howrah-Durg electrified section may be shifted as below:-

Gradient Warning board in rear of firststop
signal to be shifted to.

(a) Level No change
(b) Descending approach of 1500 metres

1 in 200 Dn.Gr.
(c) Approach gradient of 1 in 1700 metres

150 & sharper.

2. It is proposed to impose a speed restriction of 100 Kmph at tgese stations pending your
confirmation that the warning boards have been shifted.  It is requested that the shifting of warning boards
may be completed on top priority.

Enclo: As above.     Sd/-
( T.S.Viswanathan )
Chief Electrical Engineer.

Copy to CME,COPS/GRC for information.

Copy to DEN-KGP/CKP/BSP for information. Pending shifting of the
DEE(TR)s,KGP/CKP/BSP warning boards at these stations it may be ensured

that speed restriction of 100 Kmph is imposed for the
high speed trains.



ANNEXURE

A. List of stations on Howrah-Durg electrified section where the approach is on afalling 

gradient of 1 in 200.
 
Sl. Name of station 66 Fakking gradient
No.

Up direction. Down direction

1. Mecheda 1/200 -
2. Kharagpur - 1/200
3. Dhalbhumgarh - 1/200
4. Tunia - 1/166
5. Bisra 1/166 -
6. Jairamnagar - 1/200
7. Dadhapara - 1/200
8. Nipania - 1/200
9. Raipur - 1/200
10. Kumhari - 1/200
11. Bhilai - 1/200

B. List of stations where the approach is on falling gradient 1/50 and sharper(as taken frim index
plan)

1. Jhargram 1/125 1/125
2. Gidni - 1/125
3. Kokpara 1/150 -
4. Ghatsila 1/125 1/125                                    

5. Asanboni - 1/125
6. Tatanagar 1/125 -
7. Adityapur - 1/142
8. Gommharria - 1/128
9. Mahalimarup - 1/150
10. Goilkera 1/150 -
11. Jeraikela 1/150 1/150
12. Kalunga - 1/150
13. Dhutra 1/150 -
14. Himgir - 1/150
15. Jamga 1/100 -
16. Raigarh - 1/140
17. Bhupdeopur - 1/150
18. Bhatapara 1/150 1/150



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
    (RAILWAY BOARD)

No. 4/880/Pt.II, New Delhi,dated: 14.5.71

The GMs,
All Indian Government Rlys.

Sub:  Goods and passenger warning boards.

Attention is invited to the Board’s letter No,.58/W-3/SG/63 dated: 20.9.67, No.68/W-3/SG/G/5/4
dated: 8.10.68 & 1.7.69.

2. The objective of providing the warning boards is to give the driver adequeate pre-warning related
to braking distancw.  In view of the varying braking distances of trains, it was necessary to provide for two
types of braking distances; one for passenger trains and another for goods trains.  For Passenger trains a
braking distance of 1000 metres and for goods trains a braking distance 1400 metres has been accepted by
the Board for the BG and the proportion of effective vaccum cylinders and the vaccum gradient which
should be available on Passenger and goods trains, in order to achieve these braking distances have also
been liad down.

3. The drivers must be clearly told that if no signal indication is available from the warning board
applicable to their train(depending upon whether the train in question is apassenger train or a goods train)
they should control the speed of the train as if the stop signal ahead were at ‘ON’ so that they can stop short
of the stop signal; should lt be really in the’ON’ position.  If however,subsequent to the application of
brakes after passing the warning board,the driver gets the indication,either by the stop signalitself or
through the distant or the warner signal that the stop signal ahead is not in the ‘ON’ position be shall
suitably increase his speed depending upon the signal indications.  In other words,where the indication of
the stop signal is not availablel either directly or through the distant/warner signal,from or before the
appropriate warning board,the driver would act as if the stop signal ahead were at danger and act
accordingly until he can ascertain the position of the stop signal ahead.  To make this absolutely clear the
following examples are given:-

(I) ‘B’ CLASS STATION,LOWER QUADRANT SIGNALLING

If the outer/warner are not visible from the appropriate warning board the driver shall apply brakes
as if the Outer were in the ‘ON’ position.  If after passing the warning board he ses either the Outer alone,or
the Outer and Warner both,lowered he shall increase his speed accordingly.  

(ii) ‘A’ OR ‘C’ CLASS STATIONS, LOWER QUADRANT SIGNALLING             
If the Home is not visible from the appropriate warning board the driver will apply brakes as if the

Home were at ‘ON’.  If after passing the warning board the warner alone becomes visible and is at ‘ON’
the driver should continue to treat the Home at ‘ON’.  If,however the Warner is seen to be lowered the
driver shall increase his speed suitably for a run through .  If passing the warning board the driver sees the
Warner at ‘ON’ but the Home lowered he shall ladjust his speed for stopping at the station and if it is a loop
Home he shall also prepare to pass the facing points points at a restricted speed.

(iii) MULTIPLE ASPECT UP ER QUDRANT SIGNALLING



If at the time of passing the appropriate warning board neither the Home nor the Distant signal is
visible the driver shall apply brakes as if the Home were at ‘ON’.  If,however,at passing the warning
board,the driver can see either the Distant  or the Home signal he shakk regulate his speed suitably as
indicated by the signal (S).

4. It is presumed that this would have already been explained to all the Runing staf viz.Drivers and
Firemen,by bow.  The Board,however,desire that this should be personally explained all the drivers and
firemen again and again and it should be ensured that all of them know the implications of providing these
warning boards and act accordingly.

Please acknowledge receipt.

Sd/-(V.K.Sinha)
Deputy Director(Safety)

Railway Board 12.5.71.

No: 67/Safety-I/86/2 New Delhi, dated: 14.5.71.

Copy to Shri C.R.Sule, Commissioner of RailwaySafety, Government of India Offices,Queens
Road,Bombay-20(with10 spare copies)in reference to his letter No.383 dated:22.2.1971 forwarding the
report of his inspection ofo new main line between Sithouli and Sandalpur stations on Jhansi Division para
13(b).  It will be sen from the above that no speed restriction is required to be imposed from the warning
board to the point from where the actual signal visibility is obtained as in such a case the driver is expected
to brake the train for a stoppage at the stop signal until he gets an indication to the contrary either through
direct visula indication of the stop signal or of the distant signal or of the warner signal lin the ‘OFF’
position.  This position may be made clear to all the ACRSs also.  It may be clarified that these boards are
warning boards and not sighting boards as the stipulated minimu visibility of signals is much less than 1 or
1.4 Kms.

Sd/- ( V.K.Sinnha )
Deputy Director(Safety)
Railway Board 12.5.71.

   



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
(MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4., New Delhi-1, dt.9th June,1970.

The General Managers,
All Indian Railway.

Reg:  Provision of warning board-location of distant signals
          in MLQ rerritory and warner signals at ‘A’ & ‘C’ class stations.

The Railway were advised,vide para-6 of Board’s letter of even number dt.8.10.68,that in case of
all future MAUQ and MACL installation on B.G. the distant signal should be located at a distance of 1 Km.
in rear of the home signal,so that no warning board is required for the passenger trains.  The Railways were
further asked to programme annually 10 to 20 stations for shifting the distant signal at existing MACL or
MAUQ B.G. stations to 1 km in rear of the home signal incontinguous stro.taches.

2. While considering the case of odistant signals in MLQ teritory and warner signals at ‘A’ & ‘C’
class stations,the Bd. have new decided that

i) the warner signal at ‘A’ & ‘C’ class stations in 2-aspect signalling territory and the
distant signal in MLQ territory should be provided at a distance of 1 km in rear of the Home signal in all
future installations on the Broad Gauge; and

ii) the existing Distant and Warner signals in MLQ territory and at ‘A’ & ‘C’ class station in
lower quadrant territory respectively shouldl be shifted to a distance of 1 km in rear of the Home Signal
progressively.
3. The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged.

Sd/-( K.Subrahmanyam)
Director,ig.& Telecom.
Railway  Board.

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4 New Delhi,9th June,70.

Copy to:  1)  The D.G.,RDSO,Lucknow.
  2)  The Principal,IRISET,Secunderabad.
  3)   The Principal,Railway Staff College,Baroda.

  SD/- K.Subrahmanyam)
Director Signal & Telecom,

Railway Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 68/W3/SG/G/5/4, New Delhi dt.1.7.69

10 Asadha 1890 SE

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Re:  Signalling for high speed trains provision of sighting board and additional 
        approach signal.

The Railways were advised,vide Board’s letter of even number dt.8.10.68 that - 

i) on all broad gauge sections where the maximum permissible speed of pasenger trains is 100 kms.
per hour and of goods trains 72 Kms. per hour,a sighting board should be fixed at a distance of 1400 metres
from first stop signal for goods trains.  One more sighting board should be provided at a distance of 1000
metres in rear of the first stop signal for passenger trains except where the distance between the distant
andhome signals in multiple aspect territory and between home and warner signals at ‘A’ Class and ‘C’
Class stations in 2-aspect territory is already 1 Km. or 960 metres.

ii) in case of all future MAUQ or MACL installations on the broad gauge,the distant signal should be
located at a distance of 1 Km.in the rear of the home signal and in the case of existing signals 10 to 20
stations should be programmed annually for shifting  the distant signal to 1 Km. in rear of the home signal.

2. After taking into account the results of braking distance trails conducted by the RDSO and the
existing speed of passenger and goods trains as well as the higher speed of passenger and goods trains in
the foreseable future the Board have approved that on the Howrah-Delhi section(via Eastern  Railway
Grand Chord) and on any other B.G.section to be specifically nominated hereafter for the running of goods
trains at speeds ofo 72 Kms. per hour or above,and of pasenger trains at speeds of (160) Kms. per hour for
owhich the emergency/braking distance is not expected to exceed 1.5 Kms. the following arrangements
should be made :-

(a) In the case of multiple aspect colour light or oupper quadrant territory,the distant signal should be
retained at its present distance of 670 metres,960 metres or 1000 metres,as the case may be,and a second,
permissive signal to be called the ‘approach signal’provided at a distance of 2 Kms. from the existing home
signal.  Sighting Boards should,at the same time,be dispensed with.

(b) In the case of 2-aspect lower quadrant signalling territory where replacement of conventional
signal link by multiple aspect signalling has been planned for,2 permissive signals should be provided the
approach signal being 2.0 Kms.from the home signal,sighting boards being dispensed with.

(c) In the case of remaining conventional 2-aspectsignalling territory-

i) ‘B’ Class stations should be converted into ‘A’ Class stations,where feasible,and the warner
located at a point 1.5 Km. from the first stop signal,the sighting boards being dispensed with.

ii) Where action, as proposed above,is not possible,owing to line capacity considerations
etc.conventional signalling should be replaced by modified lower quadrant signalling with the distant



located at 1.5 Km.from the home,provided this is found cheaper than the separation of warner vide item(iii)
below,and also provided a sufficiently long continuous section is available for the change-over of the
system of signalling.

iii) where action as per item (I) and change-over to M.L.Q.are both not feasible,in please of the
combined warner,a separate electrically lit and motor operated warner should be provided at a distance of
1.5 Kms.from the Outer,wherefeasible and the sighting boards dispensed with.

iv) In other areas,the existing signalling should continue and the sighting boards should be retained.

3. The Board have further decided that to start with the high speed colour light signalling
arrangments as indicated in para 2(a) above,should be planned on the following sections for running of
goods trains at 72 Kms.per hour  :-

Sl.No. Section Year of works Cost in Lakhs of Rs.
Programme.

1. Howrah - Delhi(via Grand chord) 70 - 71 176.25

2. Rourkela - Beilai 70 - 71    36.75

3. Bombay Central - Sabarmati 70 - 71     53.25

4. Howrah - Rourkela 71 - 72      45.00

5. Bhuswal - Igatpuri 71 - 72       26.25

6. Bhilai - Ajni 72 - 73        27.75

7. Madras - Vijayawada 72 - 73        42.75
      408.00

The above sections have been decided on the consideration that only electric locomotives can haul
the present load of goods trains at 72 Kms. per hour.

4. The Board desire that immediate action should be taken to include the works for provision of these
arrangements on sections Delhi-Howrah via Grand Chord, Rourkela-Bhilai and Bombay Central-Sabarmati
in the Works Programme for 1970-71 and subsequently on other sections in the years of Programme
indicated above against each section.

5. The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged.
* Modified vide Board’s SD/-

(S.M.Gowrishankar)
letter No.4/880/Pt.II Director,Sig. & Telecom.,
dt.14.5.71. Railway Board.

Copy for information:-

1. The Principal,Indian School of Signal Engineering and Telecommunication,Secunderabad.
2. The Principal,Railway Staff College,Baroda.
3. The Director General,R.D.SO.,Lucknow.



GOVERNMENT  OF INDIA
(MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No: 58/W3/SG/63, New Delhi-1, dt. 15th Jan/69.

The G.M./S.E.Rly.,/Calcutta.

Sub:-  Provision of sighting boards.

Ref:-  Your letter No.4/1197/1/Pt.3/08203 dt: 10.12.68.

Instructions contained in Board’s letters No.62/W3/SGA/1 dt: 13.2.63 and of even number
dt.12.12.63, have been further simplify vide Board’s letter of even number dt.30.9.67 and
No.68/W3/SG/G/5/4 dt: 8.10.88.

It will be seen from these letter that sighting boards are required to be provided at specified
distances in rear of the first Stop Signal on sections equipped with 2-aspect and multiple aspect signalling.
Under these instructions,no sighting boards are to be provided on automatic signalling sections.  As the
case of reception signals of stations approached from automatic signalling territory is,in fact.,the same as
that of automatic signalling sections,no sighting board need be provide at such stations as well.

Sd/- ( J.N.Sikka )
Dy.Director(Signals)
Railway Board.

No: 58/W3/SG/63 New Delhi, dt. the Jan/68.

Copy to:- 1) DG-RDSO/Lucknow.
2) Principal,IRSSET,Secunderabad.
3) Principal,Rly.Staff College/Baroda.
4) The G.Ms All Indian Rlys. except,S.E.R;y.for information.

Sd/-(J.N.Sikka )
Dy.Director,(Signal)/Rly.Board.



GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY  OF  RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY  BOARD )

No.68/W3/SG/G/5/4, New Delhi,Dt,8th Oct’68

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Sub:- Provision of warning boards.

Railways were advised vide Board’s letter No.58/W3/SG/63 Dt.20.9.67, that a second sighting
board should be provided at a distance of 1400 metres in rear of the first stop signal for goods trains, on  all
broad gauge sections where the maximum permissible speed for pasenger trains is 96 Kms.per hour and of
goods trains 72 Kms per hour,in addition to the sighting board provided, as per Board’s earlier instructions,
at a distance of 960 metres in rear of the first stop signal at stations on such sec tions where the maximum
permissible speed is more than 72 Kms.per hour on B.G. and more than 48 Kms.per hour on the M.G.

2. On certain issues being raised by the Railways, the matter has been reconsidered and it has  been
reconsidered and it has been decided as under:-

(A) Multiple Aspect Signalling:

A warning board should be provided at a distance of 1400 metres in rear of the Home Signal for
Goods trains where their maximum permissible speed is 72 KMPH.

Another warning board should be fixed at a distance of 1000 mtrs.(or 960 mtrs.where already
existing) from the Home Signal to serve as a land mark for passenger trains(Maximum permissible speed
100 KMPH), these case where the distance between the Home and Distant signals is less than 1 Km. or 960
mtrs as on Western Railway.

(B) Lower Quadrant Signalling-’A’ & ‘C’ Class:

There should be two warning boards, one at a distance of 1400 metres in rear of the home signal
for goods trains and another at a distance of 1000(or 960 metres where already existing)metres in the rear
of the home signal for passenger trains, the  board at 1000 metres being however, considered unnecessary
where the distance between the home and warner signal is 1 Km. or 960 metres.

(C) Lower Quadrant Signalling ‘B’ Class:

In case of B.G.stations equipped with lower quadrant ‘B’ class signalling,there should be two
board- the goods warning  board situated at a distance of 1400 metres for goods trains with a maximum
permissible speed of 72 KMPH and the passenger warning board situated at a distance of 1000 metres(or
960 mtrs.where already existing) in the rear of the first stoop signal for passenger trains with a maximum
permiossible speed of 100 KMPH.

4. Instructions already issued under Board’s letter No.62/W3/SGAI Dt.13th Feb’1963 regarding
provision of sighting board on B.G.Section with maximum permissible speed of over 72 KMPH and also
48 KMPH where adequade visibility is not available should continue to be complied with.



5. In regard to stations on M.G.sections, where the maximum permissible speed in more than 48
KMPH the warning  board should be provided at a distance of 960 metres, from first stop signal, as per
Board’s earlier instructions.

6. It has also been decided that in case of all future MAUQ or MACL installations on B.G., the
distant signal should be located at a distance of 1 Km. in the rear of home signal, so that no warning board
is required for the passenger trains. The Railways may also programme annually 10 to 20 stations for
shifting the distant signal at existing MACL or MAUQ B.G. stations to 1 Km. in rear of home signal, in 
contiguous stretched,

*Modified vide Board’s  letter
No.68/W3/SG/5/4 dt.9.6.70 &
No.4/880/Pt.II dt. 14.5.71.

Sd/-
( S. M. Gowrishankar )

         Director(S&T)/Railway Board.

Copy forwarded for information to:-

i) Director General, RDSO, Lucknow.

ii) Principal, Indian Railways School of Signal Engineering and 
                    Telecommunication, Secunderabad.

iii) Principal, Railway Staff College, Baroda.

Sd/-
Deputy Director,Signals,Rly.,Board
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